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The Overseas Fishery Cooperation Foundation (OFCF) was established in June 1973 as a non
profit organisation and conducts its cooperative programs under the general-guidance and with 
funds contributed by the Japanese Government. At the South Pacific Commission's Twenty-
second Regional Technical Meeting on Fisheries conducted last year, the representative from 
OFCF gave a detailed presentation on the characteristics of Japan's Overseas Cooperation, 
Japanese Governmental prograins and OFCF's activities. As you will remember OFCF's 
programs and activities include: 

1. Technical cooperation for the development of overseas fisheries including small-
V scale test fishing and exploratory activities for development of coastal fisheries, 

project finding'and evaluation, dispatching experts, and receiving overseas 
participants for training in Japan. 

2. Promotion of exchange visits Of senior fishery personnel between Japan and 
overseas countries. 

3. Extending loans to Japanese fishery organisations or Japanese fisheries companies 
to carry out overseas fishery cooperation projects. 

4. Recruiting and training Japanese fisheries experts who will participate in technical 
cooperation. -.:••<••• 

5. Fisheries Development Assistance for Pacific Island Nations (FD APIN). 

6. OFCF has established a new program this year, the International Joint Business 
Venture Promotibn, to contribute to the development of fisheries resources of 
coastal countries. 

The rest of this presentation will focus on the following cooperation activities that are in 
progress in the South Pacific countries: 1) project operations; 2) training programs; 3) Fisheries 
Development Assistance for Pacific Island Nations Program (FDAPIN-Suva office operations); 
and, 4) dispatch of fisheries advisors. 

I. PROJECT OPERATIONS 

a. Republic of the Marshall Islands 

The OFCF Coastal Fisheries Developnjiht project, which started in October 1988 in 
cooperation with the Marshall Islands Marin|lResources Authority (MIMRA) of the Republic of 
the Marshall Islands, will be completed in march 1992. In the Marshall Islands Government's 
outer islands development plan, the pilot project focussed on encouragement of fishermen's 
activities in Arno Atoll, which is the closest to Majuro Atoll and allows effective use of existing 
fisheries related facilities. 
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Two Japanese fisheries experts (three experts until March this year) are currently based in the 
Marshall Islands. They are working with the MIMRA and local project staff at the project 
fishing base in Arno and at the project management office at MIMRA in Majuro. 

Eight fishing boats distributed to the four local councils in Afno Atoll are used by selected 
project fishermen (more than 50), following a rotation system under the council members 
management. Japanese experts, with the support of MIMRA, provide overall project 
management and guidance to the fishermen in safe boat operations, outboard motor operations 
and maintenance, fish handling, and bottom longlining, among other techniques. Catches 
brought in by fishermen are stored at the Arno fishing base, and are transported by the project 
staff to Majuro about three times per week. They are distributed to local supermarkets, shops 
and the hospital in Majuro under MIMRA's management. Part of the proceeds are returned to 
the project fishermen, the rest is used for supplies and maintenance of fuel and equipment and 
also saved for the prospective establishment of an Arno fishermen's association. 

b. Republic of Kiribati 

The OFCF coastal fisheries development project, which started in December 1988 in 
cooperation with the Ministry of Natural Resource Development and the Ministry of the Line 
and Phoenix Groups of the Republic of Kiribati, will be completed in March 1992. The project 
is designed to encourage local fishing activities and to strengthen the management and 
operations of the Marine Export Division (MED), Ministry of Line and Phoenix Groups. 

Three Japanese fisheries experts are based in Christmas Island. They operate fishing activities 
with local fishermen from the fishing base in London and provide technical guidance in safe 
boat operations, maintenance and handling of outboard motors, and fish handling, to the local 
fishermen. They also provide guidance in safe operations, management and maintenance of 
existing fisheries related facilities such as refrigerators and generators, and improved fish 
handling and preservation at Banana village. Catches purchased by MED from fishermen are air 
freighted to Honolulu once a week. 

c. Solomon Islands 

This project started in December 1989 in cooperation with the Fisheries Division, the Ministry 
of Natural Resources and the Malaita Provincial Government of Solomon Islands and will 
continue until March 1992. The project is to encourage local fishing activities in Northern 
Malaita Island. 

Four Japanese fisheries experts are based in Auki, Malaita Island. They cooperate closely with 
staff of the Solomon Islands fisheries division and also work with staff of the Malaita 
Provincial Government. One project centre in Auki and seven fisheries satellite stations were 
established in villages. Under management from the centre as well as with the supervision of 
village representatives at each satellite station, a local project-oriented fisheries cooperative was 
newly organised. OFCF has provided fishing boats and gear for the project. Fishing operations 
are under the control of village representatives and selected project fishermen. 

Japanese experts provide guidance in safe boat operations, outboard motor operations and 
maintenance, fish handling and drifting bottom longlining techniques to the project fishermen. 
They also provide guidance in safe operations, management and maintenance of existing 
fisheries-related facilities such as ice-making facilities at Auki. 

Catches brought in from satellite stations al |kore at the Auki fisheries centre and transported to 
markets in Honiara. The proceeds are returned to the project fishermen under the management 
of a project-oriented fisheries cooperative at lach satellite station. 
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d. FederatedStates of Micronesia 

This project started in December 1990 in cooperation with the National Fisheries Corporation of 
the Government of the Federated States of Micronesia and the Department of Marine Resources 
of Chuuk State, and will continue until March 1992. Project extension is possible. The project 
comprises experimental fishing operations to investigate and examine squid and mackerel scad 
resources in the lagoon and outer reef area of Chuuk State. 

Four Japanese experts, including two Okinawan Masterfishermen, are based at Weno in Chuuk 
State. The above fishing experiment is being conducted by two 33-foot fishing boats provided 
by the Government and includes identification of fish distribution, development of suitable 
fishing gear and methods and study of catch utilisation such as bait for tuna longlining and 
processing for domestic distribution. 

2. TRAINING PROGRAMS 

OFCF implemented its training programs in 1974. The training programs were seen to be 
necessary due to the requests from various Japanese fishing companies, fishing organisations 
and related foreign governments. As of March 1990, there have been 788 trainees from 42 
different countries which have participated in OFCF's training programs. Of a total number of 
trainees, 199 have come from South Pacific nations per the following breakdown: 

Papua New Guinea 
Solomon Islands 
Federated States of Micronesia 
Republic of Palau 
Republic of Kiribati 
French Polynesia 
Republic of Marshall Islands 
Republic of Tuvalu 
New Caledonia 

Total 

58 
57 
29 
13 
11 
11 
10 
5 
5 

122 

In 1988, the OFCF established a specific training program for the purpose of contributing to the 
development of coastal fisheries of the South Pacific nations. This program, the South Pacific 
Fishery Course, is briefly described below. 

a) Duration 3.5 months (includes general training of 7 weeks and, technical 
training of 9 weeks). 

b) Applicants • Fishery experts recommended through South Pacific 
Governments with which Japan has close fishery 
relations. 

c) Training Program • Coastal Fishing Methods 
• Processing 
• Quality Control 
• Marketing, Distribution, and other related technology 
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3. FISHERIES DEVELOPMENT ASSISTANCE FORPACIFIC ISLANDNATIONS 
(FDAPIN-Suva Office) 

In order to implement the Fisheries Development Assistance for Pacific Island Nations 
(FDAPIN) Program, the first OFCF overseas office was es;^lishe4 with tlie full support of the 
Government of the Republic of Fiji in Suva,Fyi, in September 1990. By dispatching engineers 
and supplying the necessary materials andequipment, the FDAPIN.program is designed to 
repair and to reactivate existing fisheries facilities which are necessary to repair due to 
insufficient maintenance, damage caused by,natural disaster, and so on, FDAPIN is also 
designed to enhance the working efficiency of the facilities by transferring technologies to 
counterparts of the recipient nations. The first year of FDAPIN began in 1990 with the 
following projects. 

a. Republic of Kiribati 

The repair/maintenance of two fishing vessels and cold and freezing facilities of Te Mautari Ltd 
was completed in June 1991. One project coordinator and eight engineers were dispatched from 
Japan for this project. 

b. Solomon Islands .-,.; 

The facilities of the shipyard of Sasape Marine Ltd in Tulagi will be reactivated by Japanese 
engineers with machines and equipment supplied by the end of December, 1991. 

c. Federated States of Micronesia 

Repair/maintenance of cold and freezing facilities in Pohnpei state will be completed in 1992. 
The vessels belonging to Chuuk, Kosrae, Pohnpei and Yap states were repaired in 1991. Two 
project coordinators and ten engineers were dispatched from Japan. 

4. DISPATCH OF FISHERIES EXPERTS 

At the request of South Pacific countries or the regional organisations, OFCF dispatches 
fisheries advisors for the purpose of assisting in the further development of their fisheries 

^ industries and strengthening the relations between the Sou|l>: Pacific countries-and Japan. 
* Advisors have been dispatched to the following organisations: ;,u 

Organisation Position Date of 

Dispatch 

Forum Fisheries Agency Tuna Industry Advisor 1/89 

National Fisheries Cooperation Fisheries Development Advisor 6/89 
in Federated States of Micronesia 
South Pacific Commission Fisheries Development Associate 6/91 

In closing, the OFCF has carried out varioultkinds of fisheries cooperation projects not only in 
the Pacific Island Nations but also for oilier nations in Oceania, Asia, North and South 
America, Africa and Europe. The following projects are currently in operation. 
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COUNTRY TYPE OF PROJECT 

Morocco Surimi Processing and Development of Secondary Products 
Mozambique Resource Survey and Seafood Distribution 
China Seed Production of Red Seabream 
Australia 
• South Australia Southern Bluefin Tuna Farming 
• Tasmania Scallop Enhancement and Research 

Chile Resource Survey and Surimi Processing 
Trawl Fishing Training 

Peru Resource Survey and Seafood Distribution 

OFCF continues to be concerned that its cooperative projects truly meet the needs of the 
recipient nations and that they contribute to the development of the fisheries industry. Through 
these cooperation projects, OFCF hopes to promote and strengthen the friendly relations it has 
developed with the South Pacific nations. 

Thank you for your time and for this opportunity to explain the OFCFs activities in the South 
Pacific. 


